One two flea

A tenth collection of poems by Andy Tooze.
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Catellite T.V.

On Catellite T.V., cats are everywhere. If you don’t like cats you’d better beware. Because the Cat Factor and Strictly Come Purring Are on every Saturday night. Sometimes there’s even a late night cat fight.

You might prefer to watch cats at play On that Cattastic football show, ‘Cat of the day’, Where teams of cats chase a ball of string, Leaping and pouncing; giving it everything! If you want to watch catellite T.V. Just get yourself a dish, Then fill it with milk and bits of fish.
Wally the Wannabe Wallaby

Wally the Wannabe Wallaby
Went to Wannabe Wallaby Classes.
But Wally the Wannabe Wallaby
Forgot his wannabe-able-to-see glasses.
Wally the Wannabe Wallaby
Had to practice his wallaby hop.
But Wally couldn’t see the sign that said:

WANNABE WALLABIES STOP!

So Wally the Wannabe Wallaby tripped and walloped his head.
Wally the Wannabe Wallaby fell down like he was dead!
Now Wally the Wannabe Wallaby wants to feel less pain,
Wally the Wannabe Wallaby wants to feel well again.
So when Wally the Wannabe Wallaby
Next goes to Wannabe Wallaby Classes,
He probably won’t forget
His wannabe-able-to-see glasses!